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Abstract

The development of clinical judgment and decision-making skills is complex, requiring clinicians—

whether students, novices, or experienced practitioners—to correlate information from their

own experience; from discussions with colleagues; from attending professional meetings, confer-

ences and congresses; and from studying the current literature. Feedback from treated cases will

consolidate retention in memory of the complexities and management of past cases, and the

conversion of this knowledge base into daily clinical practice. The purpose of this narrative

review is to discuss factors related to clinical judgment and decision-making in clinical dentistry

and how both narrative, intuitive, evidence-based data-driven information and statistical

approaches contribute to the global process of gaining clinical expertise.
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Introduction

Today’s dentists face complex challenges;
these include dealing not only with younger
and healthier patients but also with aging
populations who have an increasing
number of illnesses, as well as with rapidly
evolving biomedical and dental knowledge
and technologies. To successfully meet
these challenges, clinicians must regularly
and continuously update their biomedical
understanding and technical skills, which
should result in enhanced quality of diag-
nosis (clinical judgment) and treatment
planning (decision-making).1 Clinical judg-
ment and decision-making both use intui-
tive (rapid, non-analytical reasoning) and
analytical (deliberate reasoning) cognitive
processes, which integrate many factors
including information obtained in a
patient’s physical examination and medical
history, prior clinical experience, deductive
knowledge, and relevant statistical data.2–5

In dentistry, as in medicine, clinical judg-
ment and decision-making are complex pro-
cesses4,6 dealing with many uncertainties,
including patient-specific health factors,
treatment-related technical factors, finan-
cial constraints, and clinician-related fac-
tors such as experience, intelligence,
fatigue, and mood. Skills in clinical judg-
ment and decision-making vary substantial-
ly among clinicians, such that some are
better diagnosticians than others.7,8

The way in which information is commu-
nicated by the patient to the clinician influ-
ences the clinician’s clinical judgment and
decision-making. Conversely, the way in
which treatment choices and decisions are
framed and communicated by the clinician
may direct patients’ attention to particular
details, affecting overall understanding and
influencing their own process of judgment
and decision-making, and ultimately, their
choice of treatment.9,10

There are different ways to inform
patients about the frequency and severity

of risks associated with treatment, which
substantially vary in their effects. Different
presentations of the same problem will
bring about different judgments and
decisions on the part of the patient. Low-
probability events described in terms of rel-
ative frequencies (how many) are more
heavily weighted than when these are
described in more abstract terms, such as
probability or chance (how likely). One
should be aware of the intuitive human ten-
dency to overestimate the risk of unlikely
events, if these are over-weighted.11

Although evidenced-based guidelines are
important for clinical judgment and clinical
decision-making, they cannot be applicable
to, or appropriate for, all patients.12 These
guidelines do not take into consideration
patient-specific clinical and biopathological
data, which are essential to clinical
decision-making, and ultimately, to the out-
come of treatment. Furthermore, evidence-
based treatment does not allow for the use
of subjective tacit knowledge and wisdom
or intuitive cognitive processes, which are
crucial for the process of clinical judgment
and for the development of clinical
expertise.2

Personal clinical experience refers to the
clinical knowledge and wisdom assembled
and integrated over time in memory,
through the experience gained from treating
a large number of patients with diverse
medical or dental conditions. Personal clin-
ical experience is critical for clinical judg-
ment and decision-making.2,13 In this
context, clinical judgment refers to the cog-
nitive processes of forming diagnoses,
making choices of treatment, and conjectur-
ing relevant prognoses.14

When encountering the same medical or
dental problem, clinical judgment and
decision-making sometimes differ among
clinicians. This is probably owing to the
subjective nature of the cognitive mecha-
nisms used by different clinicians in the pro-
cess of clinical judgment,15 as well as the
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uncertain and ambiguous nature of relevant

clinical data that may be interpreted in sev-

eral ways.15

Compared with a novice, an experienced

clinician has a higher knowledge level of the

subject matter and is able to focus attention

more effectively on the details of a clinical

problem, to consciously generate and eval-

uate a greater number of potential strate-

gies for solving a relevant problem, and to

better assess and change the course of treat-

ment on an ongoing basis as new informa-

tion becomes available. These qualities

confer upon the expert clinician effective

and efficient analytical and problem-

solving skills.8

The purpose of this narrative review is to

discuss factors related to clinical judgment

and decision-making in clinical dentistry

and how both narrative, intuitive,

evidence-based, and data-driven informa-

tion, as well as the statistical approach, con-

tribute to the global process of gaining

dental clinical expertise. Relevant databases

and individual authoritative texts were crit-

ically analyzed and the findings integrated,

to consider ways of improving clinical prob-

lem solving.

Cognitive executive functioning

in relation to clinical judgment

and decision-making

Executive functions refer to neurocognitive

faculties including working memory, that is,

the ability to update, integrate, and retain

information; cognitive flexibility, which is

the ability to shift between rules or modes

of thought; inhibition of inappropriate

responses; and attentional control. In gen-

eral, all these permit formulation of higher-

order cognitive processes such as reasoning,

judgment, and decision-making, regulation

of emotional responses, and control over

cognition, self-gratification, and behavior

patterns. Together, these processes enable
execution of goal-directed behaviors and
regulation of responses to psychosocial
stressors and to noxious stimuli.16–22

Dysfunctional executive functioning
increases the risk of poor stress regulation
and of impaired learning, clinical judgment,
and decision-making.18,21,22

The generation of executive functions
resides in the prefrontal cortex, which is
functionally connected to the limbic
system (amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus,
hypothalamus), which is engaged in proc-
essing emotion-related information; and to
brainstem regions, which have roles in
arousal, autonomic control, primitive emo-
tional responses such as aggression and
rage, and in predatory and sexual behav-
iors.18 Intact neural connections between
the prefrontal cortex and the limbic
system are critical for cognitive functioning
and for adaptive regulation of primitive,
emotional, and stress responses.18 Both
behavioral responses and learning capacity
are thus the outcome of coordinated inter-
actions between autonomic, neuroendo-
crine, and psychological processes that
require input from both the limbic system
and the prefrontal cortex.23

High-order cognitive processes that are
executive function-driven can generate
goal-directed behaviors that are mentally
taxing rather than automatic or rou-
tine.17,19 The reserves of mental energy fuel-
ing executive functions in the prefrontal
cortex are limited. Repeated or continued
exposure to psychosocial stressors, to invol-
untary negative emotions, and to fatigue
may deplete these limited resources, leading
to impairment of cognitive functioning.
Such impairment may result in poor emo-
tional control, judgment, and decision-
making, with consequent maladaptive
behavior and impaired learning.16,18,19,24,25

Clinical judgment and decision-making
that are initially cognitively effortful
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become routine with practice, such that

high-level expert clinicians can solve clinical

problems more frequently, more quickly,

and with less cognitive effort than novice

clinicians. Furthermore, experts perform

standard procedures efficiently and effec-

tively, almost automatically, with minimal

focused attention. However, complex, diffi-

cult or atypical clinical scenarios demand,

effortful, time-consuming, and focused ana-

lytical cognitive processes, even from clini-

cal experts.26

Performing complex clinical procedures

demands constant focused attention to per-

tinent cues in the local environment, and

changes in the environmental cues may

affect the goals, objectives, and outcome

of treatment, to which the clinician must

adapt. Focusing concurrently on several

clinical variables requires splitting of the

limited mental resources for cognitive exec-

utive functioning, particularly that of atten-

tion, with the risk of maladaptively dealing

with one or more variables.3,26 This may

lead to diagnostic errors. With increased

experience, the clinician will be able to sat-

isfactorily perform such complex tasks with

less focused attention and cognitive effort.
Negative emotions or moods, such as

psychological stress, depression, anxiety,

anger, burn-out, loss of self-esteem, and

loss of motivation; or negative physical sen-

sations, like pain or fatigue, are some fac-

tors that may impair cognitive executive

functioning, adversely impacting clinical

judgment and decision-making.26 This

may result in a reduction in the quality of

the clinician’s performance.8,26 In contrast,

positive emotions such as compassion, joy,

hope, kindness, and goodwill may improve

the ability to constructively evaluate clinical

problems with consequent appropriate

decision-making and enhanced clinical per-

formance, leading to favorable clinical

outcomes.8

Factors influencing clinical

judgment and decision-making
in the learner and the

inexperienced clinician

In dentistry, as in any other professions,
acquisition of knowledge, and communica-
tive and manual skills, require an environ-
ment conducive to learning. Continuous
third-party assessment, with immediate
constructive feedback, is an essential part
of the process. Under such circumstances,
with time and with repetition, cognitive
skills will eventually be developed, such
that sound clinical problem-based judg-
ments, choices, and decisions can be
made, with the outcome of effective and
efficient clinical solutions but with the abil-
ity to change course according to changing
circumstances.11,13,27 Novices will then be
able to largely take responsibility for their
own further learning and development as
clinicians and will gain cognitive, affective,
and psychomotor capacities for continual
dental education and training, at the same
time becoming imbued with the moral and
ethical responsibility of being lifelong
learners.28

Assessment should evaluate not only the
learner’s performance but also the effective-
ness of the teaching and training, and it
should serve as the basis for meaningful
interactions between learners and their aca-
demic teachers and clinical instructors. This
should lead to thoughtful reflection by the
learners, which is essential to self-learning
and to the development of moral and ethi-
cal values and of empathy, as well as to
improvement of the processes of clinical
judgment and decision-making. Feedback
and reflection reinforce the capacity to rec-
ognize patterns of diseases/conditions from
previous clinical experience, to promote
understanding and to facilitate integration
of established and newly acquired knowl-
edge.4,25,27–29 For the fortunate few, clinical
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experience will be crowned by clinical

wisdom.
The formulation of a treatment plan

should be based on obtaining statistical evi-

dence from a large number of similar cases

(evidenced-based treatment) and not based

on individual case reports, as is all too often

done.11,27,30 In general, there is a common

lack of awareness of the potential adverse

effects of decision-making based on a small

sample size.11 The clinician’s judgments and

decisions regarding the choice of the most

appropriate patient-specific dental treat-
ment plan should be guided by personal

experience, by evidence-based knowledge,

by the expert opinion of colleagues, and in

consultation with the patient after presenta-

tion of the proposed treatment plan and

alternatives. However, the outcome of a

successfully executed treatment plan is usu-

ally unpredictable, and things may go

wrong. Therefore, it is essential to inform

the patient of the risks associated with

treatment.
Medical and dental professionals may

deal with the same patient on different

occasions. According to their mood and

emotional state, which is determined by

any number of personal circumstances, as

outlined above, these professionals may

come up with different diagnoses and treat-

ment plans.31 For example, on different

occasions, the same oral pathologist may

make inconsistent histopathological diagno-
ses of the same biopsy specimen; even more

frequently, diagnoses of the same biopsy

specimen may differ when made indepen-

dently by different oral pathologists.32

Factors influencing clinical

judgment and decision-making

in clinical practice

As mentioned, errors in clinical judgment
and inconsistent diagnoses are not uncom-

mon and are usually caused by common

cognitive biases. There is an intuitive ten-
dency to search for and to interpret new
information that confirms prior beliefs
and preferred hypotheses and a tendency
to effectively retain and remember new
information that supports a pre-existing
cognitive position.33 Cognitive errors can
also be attributed to various extrinsic and
intrinsic factors, including limited financial
resources, time constraints, limited cogni-
tive executive functioning, work overload,
overconfidence, deficiency of relevant infor-
mation, incorrect evaluation and inappro-
priate prioritization of elements of the
clinical information, poor communication
skills, or simply to incompetence.3

One tends to make decisions based on
intuition (rapid, almost automatic and
effortless, non-analytical reasoning) rather
than on time-consuming, analytical, delib-
erately attention-demanding reasoning;
both are influenced by mood, emotions,
and stress, which fluctuate considerably.
There is an inherent element of uncertainty
in predicting the outcome of any treatment
plan because the formulation of a treatment
plan relies heavily on the clinician’s famil-
iarity with similar cases (heuristic planning)
and on the cognitive ease with which rele-
vant information comes to mind. The infor-
mation retrieved is determined by factors
such as characteristics of the event that gen-
erated the information, the characteristics
of cognitive executive functions, and the
quality of the emotional state or mood of
the clinician at that time.13,15,25,29,30,34,35

Intuitive errors of reasoning tend to be rec-
ognized by the clinician and corrected by
deliberate analytical cognitive and metacog-
nitive processes.4,6 Both intuitive and ana-
lytical reasoning are generally used
concurrently in clinical judgment and deci-
sion-making.25,29,36

Intuitive cognitive processes in diagnosis
and treatment planning are prone to bias,
and deliberate rational analytical reasoning
is time consuming and mentally taxing and
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does not always lead to predictably success-
ful or beneficial outcomes. Therefore, the
question to be asked is, when and at what
stage of the diagnostic process—within the
constraints of time and workload in clinical
practice—should the systematic analytical
approach be used?26

In diagnosis and in planning a treatment
for a new patient, the clinician retrieves
from memory (i.e., from their abstract
store of knowledge) the relevant informa-
tion linked to pattern recognition of similar,
previously managed clinical cases. This is
how the cognitive process of clinical judg-
ment and decision-making operates. Thus,
with the management of each new patient,
there is evolution of new knowledge and
understanding, generated by integration of
new and old clinical experiences. Together
with wisdom gained from formal continu-
ing education and evidence-based data, the
ability to solve novel and/or complex clini-
cal problems is enhanced.1,26,27,36 However,
diagnostic errors can never be completely
eliminated because occasional cognitive
biases and mistakes in interpretation of
data are unavoidable.26

Frequent conscious reflection on daily
clinical experience promotes retention of
newly acquired knowledge and understand-
ing and its integration with existing knowl-
edge. This, in turn, improves the processes
of clinical judgment and decision-making
and perfects the technical skills of the clini-
cian.27,37 Thus, with daily clinical practice
and critical reflection upon their own rea-
soning and decisions, expert clinicians
create a bank of pattern-recognition and
memory-anchored prototypes.36,38

Experienced clinicians diagnose and decide
on treatment of routine cases intuitively,
using automatic pattern recognition and
non-analytical reasoning. Deliberate ana-
lytical reasoning is activated only by atypi-
cal or difficult clinical problems.27,38

With clinical experience, newly acquired
clinical knowledge is integrated with

existing theoretical biomedical knowledge,
forming a meaningful concept of the clinical
condition in the mental image.
Understanding of the pathogenesis of a dis-
ease consolidates its features in memory,
improves recollection, and enhances the
processes of judgment and decision-
making.39

Ignoring information about the inci-
dence and prevalence of any clinical condi-
tion, constructing clinical judgments on the
basis of weak evidence or subjective first
impressions, underestimating the role of
chance, evaluating evidence on the basis of
unsubstantiated prior concepts, and focus-
ing on obvious evidence but missing less
obvious evidence, are all factors contribut-
ing to cognitive biases, predisposing to
inconsistent decision-making.11,13,30,40,41

If a clinician has elicited an incomplete
medical history and does not understand
the technical complexities of the proposed
treatment, or is simply overconfident, then
the treatment may be fraught with unfore-
seen risks, which would have been avoided
had the clinician been more knowledgeable
and familiar with the pros and cons of such
a treatment plan.11

To minimize the random variability in
diagnosis and treatment planning, in every
case, there must be intense focus of atten-
tion and critical deliberation on the details
of the medical history, signs and symptoms,
and routine consideration of plausible alter-
natives during the process of diagnosis and
formulation of a treatment plan.4,7,31,34,36

To avoid the common tendency for cog-
nitive bias, whenever possible (and particu-
larly for complex cases), evidence-based
guidelines, algorithms, and statistical meth-
ods should be used for diagnosis, prognos-
tication of treatment, and decision-making,
rather than relying solely on personal clin-
ical experience.14,31,41 Evidence-based den-
tistry requires searching and evaluation of
the literature, selecting relevant studies and
determining their validity and importance,
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and using this scientific information in

treatment planning.42

Generally, clinicians intuitively choose

an unequivocal mode of action (yes versus

no, do versus do not do) rather than choose

a possibly more statistically informative but

equivocal mode of action. The adoption of

statistical information into an unequivocal

decision is cognitively demanding.43

Evidence-based dental clinical

practice

Evidenced-based clinical practice refers to

the application of current supposedly best

available evidence from randomized trials

and meta-analytical studies. However, not

all evidence-based information is of unques-

tionable scientific quality because of bias

and inconsistency brought about by varia-

bilities in study design and methodology, in

methods of statistical analysis, and in crite-

ria for exclusion of selective subgroups

from the population investigated.35,44

To provide evidence-based care, clini-

cians must obtain a comprehensive picture

of their patient’s problem, must have the

skills to efficiently search the medical/

dental literature and to select relevant stud-

ies, to scientifically evaluate the quality of

the captured evidence, and to apply the best

available evidence whenever possible, to

reach a clinical decision. In general,

evidence-based practice is likely to improve

clinical care and treatment outcomes;42

however, treatment modalities that have

been found in evidence-based research to

not be completely effective for the average

patient may nevertheless be beneficial for

certain patients.45,46

Although best available evidence may

suffice for the average, randomized patient,

others remain who do not fit the character-

istics of the “average” patient. For these

patients, randomized and meta-analytical

studies do not provide guidance for the

management of deviations in symptoms,
clinical course, and pathobiology of disease,
nor do such studies take into account
patient-specific risk factors, comorbidities,
response to prior treatment, compliance,
social support, psychological status, or life-
style. These are all important factors
influencing clinical judgment and decision-
making.44

Judgment and decision-making in clini-
cal practice should not be determined only
by the “best available evidence”. Other fac-
tors, including those listed above, together
with the patient’s personal preferences,
expert clinical opinions, personal clinical
experience, and observational research,
must be taken into account.2,44

Furthermore, because the realm of clinical
practice is inherently contingent and ambig-
uous, strictly evidence-based practice
cannot eliminate errors in clinical judgment
or therapeutic decisions, which are related
to uncertainly.2

Framing effects

Clinicians should be aware of the effects of
“framing” on patients who are engaged in
making decisions about their treatment.
There is no doubt that the patient’s
decision-making and their choice of treat-
ment options can be strongly influenced
by a clinician’s choice of words in framing
the nature of the condition and the pro-
posed treatment plan.47,48 This framing
effect is also influenced by many patient-
factors including age, sex, thinking and
analytical processes, statistical understand-
ing, mental health, emotional state, life-
style, cultural background, and whether
the patient turns to relatives and friends
for advice and discussion.47,49

Frank, emphatic, and comprehensive but
relaxed discussion with the patient regard-
ing the treatment plan can go a long way
toward bringing into perspective a plan of
treatment that might initially have been
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biased by the framing effect. As a result, the
patient may also be more compliant and
more likely be satisfied with the outcome
of treatment.47

Conclusion

Comprehensive patient care is the outcome
of complex judgment, decision-making,
treatment choices, and the application of a
wide range of clinical skills under the uncer-
tainties of everyday clinical practice.
Clinical judgment is a complex adaptive
cognitive process with unavoidable varia-
tions in details among practitioners.
Clinical judgment and knowledge-based
technical skills are acquired by practice
experience, frequent feedback, and
reflection.

Well-designed algorithms and guidelines,
incorporating principles of statistics and
evidence-based data, can be useful adjuncts
to personal experience and expert opinion.
Neither errors in diagnosis nor in treatment
planning nor in execution of the treatment
plan can be completely avoided because of
individual cognitive biases and mistakes in
data interpretation, and because of human
factors of uncertainty that so often charac-
terize clinical practice.
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